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“Studio19 Architects hope 
to build upon the numerous 
accomplishments they have 
achieved over the years, which 
includes their recent win in 
Acquisition Intl.’s 2019 Global 
Excellence Awards where 
they were deservedly awarded 
the accolade as 2019’s Most 
Trusted for Residential 
Architecture and Interior 
Design - North West USA.”

Studio19 Architects provides a full range of architectural, interior design and master planning services. Recently, 
the firm found success in AI’s 2019 Global Excellence Awards where they were selected as 2019’s Most Trusted 
for Residential Architecture and Interior Design - North West USA. On the back of this win, we profile the firm to 
discover more about award-winning services they provide to their clients.

stablished in 2009, Studio19 Architects is a boutique 
architectural firm located in Pioneer Square Seattle. Providing 
full architectural services ranging from Master Planning, 

Architectural and Interior design, Studio19 Architects has a proven 
track record of providing architectural services for high-end custom 
homes, as well as multifamily, mixed-use and high-rise projects 
throughout the Greater Seattle Area.

At Studio19 Architects, their mission is to inspire and elevate design 
awareness by transforming the synthetic into the sublime. Their goal 
for each home is to provide clever design solutions for complex sites, 
to embrace and accentuate the essence of the Pacific Northwest. 
Incorporating the unique qualities of the site such as sunlight, 
vegetation, and topography, allows the home to possess a distinctive 
upbringing in which one could interpret the concept through the 
design. Studio19 Architects meticulously examines the tectonics and 
materiality to create clear concepts for each project, meet the needs 
of the clients, and construct a home that is more than just a place to 
live. 

Working behind the scenes and supporting the firm in providing 
these exceptional services is the innovative, hard-working and 
dedicated team which forms the backbone of Studio19 Architects. 
The team is recognized for a broad range of skills encompassing 
both exterior and interior design and details for projects ranging in 
size from small tenant improvements up to 1,000-acre developments. 
This experience includes programming, designing, detailing, code 
approvals, construction documentation and supervision, as well as 
coordination between client, consultants, vendors and contractors for 
a wide array of domestic and international project types.

Looking ahead to what the future holds, the team at Studio19 
Architects will continue to deliver exceptional service, ensuring that 
they not only meet the requirements which have been set by their 
clients, but also surpass their expectations. Studio19 Architects hope 
to build upon the numerous accomplishments they have achieved 
over the years, which includes their recent win in Acquisition Intl.’s 
2019 Global Excellence Awards where they were deservedly awarded 
the accolade as 2019’s Most Trusted for Residential Architecture and 
Interior Design - North West USA.
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Dedicated to Delivering Great 
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